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Karel Plotěný
Company name: ASIO, Spol. s.r.o.
Products/Services: Treatment of wastewater,
water and air
Start-up year: 1993
Number of employees: 58
Key markets: Slovakia, Hungary, Ukraine, Russia,
Romania
ploteny@asio.cz
www.asio.cz
Spáčilka 83, 664 51, Jiříkovice, Czech Republic

“Have the desire to succeed
and gain knowledge”
Set up by a civil engineer, Karel Plotěný, ASIO produces
technologies for waste water treatment and water and air
treatment. Its customers in 32 countries range from households
to large industries. Karel credits two people as being instrumental
in setting up the company: his university professor, Mr Rozkydalek
and Mr Kopčaj, author of a book on spiral management theory.
In order to expand abroad, language barriers had to be overcome
and Karel is particularly proud of having held the company research
and development department’s first-ever meeting in English. Other
hurdles included a generalised mistrust in Austria of competitors
from Eastern Europe and strict export regulations. For exports
of certain products to Germany and France, special licences are
required and exacting standards have to be met.
The company has overcome these barriers to acquire a strong
international presence with subsidiary companies in six countries.
However, ASIO’s biggest achievement to date has been the delivery
of waste water treatment technologies to Germany, Romania and
the Baltic states. Karel believes that constant innovation and a
customer-friendly attitude are important to any company’s success.
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What were the biggest challenges and obstacles
you faced in doing business overseas?
A big challenge was the need to overcome language barriers
and to generally improve the standard of English throughout
the company. Likewise, we also needed to demonstrate that
we could do business in other countries and to see how we
could get the most benefit from opportunities for synergies.

What would your advice be to fellow
entrepreneurs who are seeking to expand
overseas?
It’s important to have an interesting product, recruit motivated
and loyal people and invest.

What is the best way to do business overseas?
Tailor your strategy to your products and to the individual
customer. In some countries, we have set up manufacturing
operations; in others we only have dealers.

And the best thing about moving into overseas
markets…?
…the best thing about our international expansion has been the
opportunity it has given me to recruit and motivate loyal people.

If you joined this entrepreneur, what
could you contribute to his business?

